
 I created the astrologishawl out of my own passion for astrology, self-discovery, and fiber arts. 
Initially, my intent was to create twelve individual colourways representative of each zodiac sign. What 
my idea lacked, however, was a purposeful vessel for execution. The astrologishawl was born when I 
combined this collection with my first ever knitwear design. I knew from the beginning that this needed 
to be more than just a set of colourways. The astrologishawl design is comprised of three individual 
colourways representative of important elements in your astrological birth chart. No two shawls will be 
alike! Each astrologishawl kit includes three unique colourways (four skeins), a commemorative button 
pin, the pattern, and a brief overview of the twelve zodiac signs in their sun, moon, and ascendant 
placements. I crafted this piece to give each knitter a uniquely personal and wearable design and to 
promote self-discovery through learning about astrology.

 Astrology is the study of the placement and movement of astral bodies—think sun, moon, and 
planets—having an influence on our personality and behavior. As you may know, there are twelve 
zodiac signs. Imagine a clock with our planet as the center. Around the earth, you would have twelve 
hours, and these hours can be thought of as the zodiac signs. So, when you think about your zodiac 
sign and your natal birth chart, it becomes more important to think of the placement of all astral bodies 
(i.e., sun, moon, and planets). Almost always, the three most influential aspects are the placement of 
the sun, the moon, and the sun’s position on the horizon at the moment of your birth—this is called 
your ascendant sign.

 You may feel strongly connected to “your sign” or, may not feel like you relate to 
it at all. The truth of astrology is that no one person has a single zodiac sign!

 The myth of “your sign”: the Sun.
Most people know their sun sign. The sun sign is determined by your birthday. For example, my 
birthday is May 10th, which places me neatly in the middle of the taurus section of the year (i.e., April 
20 - May 19). The sun sign is thought to refer to your “true” personality. The sun sign is your primary 
modality of existing. However, like the yarn of a shawl, your personality and behavior cannot be 
reduced to a single sign (or skein).

 On your date of birth, the sky was unique to you. The sun, the moon, and the planets all laid the 
map for your unique life path and personality. The sun even occupied a specific place in the sky during 
the moment of your birth. Although your experiences influence which aspects manifest most readily, 
the pattern was there. We refer to the placement of astral bodies in the sky at the moment of your birth 
as your natal star chart. I’m going to teach you how to find your own natal star chart, so you can make 
an astrologishawl as unique as you.
 
 You will need the following to find the astrological information to order your Astrologishawl:
  • Your date of birth
  • Your time of birth, down to the nearest minute
  • Your location of birth
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 Note to those unsure of their time of birth:
When you look at your birth certificate, you might see your time of birth. In addition, a parent or close 
family friend may have an idea. It is important to note, there are two types of birth certificates: short 
form and long form. The short form does not always have the time of birth. For those of you who have 
difficulty obtaining your time of birth, I encourage you to continue reading and then doing one of the 
following 1) request a “long form birth certificate” from your town/city of birth or 2) choose a few of the 
ascendants signs you feel corresponds to yourself, and ask some friends and acquaintances how they 
would place you. A general time of birth (e.g., “Around 12pm”) may help narrow your search between a 
few signs.

 When you have collected those three things, click here. Fill out the online form with requested info 
and click submit. Scroll till you see something like the following:

Identify the following on your own chart: Sun, Moon, and ascendant (I ASC).
My sun is in taurus: My moon is in aries: My ascendant sign is gemini:

 NOTE: My vision for the astrologishawl is for each person to use these three influential placements 
from their chart to create a unique piece. However, some people may have the same sign in different 
placements. For example, someone may have an aries sun and aries moon. They might choose to 
order their mercury sign (aquarius) instead of ordering aries skeins for their sun/or moon portion of the 
shawl. In other words, you can select which placements are most meaningful to you (for example, your 
three children’s sun signs), and you can always make your astrologishawl with those.

 Now, head to Kenyarn.com on March 28th, 2019 at 7PM EST to order your 
Astrologishawl kit with the information you’ve obtained today!

I ASC Gemini 26°09'Taurus 19°20'Sun Moon Aries 0°05'

https://astro.cafeastrology.com/natal.php
http://www.Kenyarn.com

